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Abstract

Student surveys are widely used to evaluate university teaching and increas-

ingly adopted at the K-12 level, although there remains considerable debate

about what they measure. Much disagreement focuses on the well-documented

correlation between student grades and their evaluations of instructors. Us-

ing individual-level data from 19,000 evaluations of 700 course sections at a

flagship public university, we leverage both within-course and within-student

variation to rule out popular explanations for this correlation. Specifically, we

show that the relationship cannot be explained by instructional quality, work-

load, grading stringency, or student sorting into courses. Instead, student grade

satisfaction—regardless of the underlying cause of the grades—appears to be

an important driver of course evaluations. We also present results from a ran-

domized intervention with potential to reduce the magnitude of the association

by reminding students to focus on relevant teaching and learning considera-

tions and by increasing the salience of the stakes attached to evaluations for

instructor careers. However, these prove ineffective in muting the relationship

between grades and student scores.
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Starting in the 1970s, student surveys have become widely used as one of the primary

methods of evaluating teaching in higher education. Increasingly, such surveys are also

being incorporated into state accountability systems and teacher evaluation frameworks

in primary and secondary education, as complements or alternatives to test-score based

metrics (Bacher-Hicks et al. 2019, Schneider et al. 2021).1 However, student evaluations

remain controversial, with disagreement among both researchers and practitioners about

the validity and interpretation of the resulting measures.

In recent years, much of the concern has focused on the widely documented disparities

in evaluations given by students to minority and female instructors.2 The evidence that

these disparities are driven at least partially by biases appears to be overwhelming (see

Chávez and Mitchell 2020, Kreitzer and Sweet-Cushman 2021). But the high-profile con-

versations about bias in student evaluations overshadow a longer-run—and arguably more

fundamental—debate about which dimensions of the student experience survey-based eval-

uations actually capture. At the heart of this debate is the well-documented correlation

between the grades that students receive and the ratings they give to their instructors.

One school of thought points to this correlation as evidence that student evaluations

accurately measure teaching quality. From this perspective, higher grades reflect greater

learning, and students who learn more rate their instructors more positively as a result. As

Linse (2017) summarizes, “Faculty who teach well, have grading practices that are accurate

reflections of students’ learning, and have grade distributions with a peak near the high

end of the grading scale, may receive higher ratings—and deservedly so.”

The more cynical view, on the other hand, argues that students reward instructors

1In the K-12 context, the Tripod Student Perception Survey is one of the most widely used instruments
(Wallace, Kelcey and Ruzek 2016).

2Similar concerns have been raised about bias against other disadvantaged groups, including non-native
English speakers.
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who minimize the workload and effort required to obtain good grades.3 Often described as

the “leniency hypothesis,” this perspective concludes that students appreciate easy classes,

rewarding them with higher evaluations, and such classes also tend to produce the highest

overall grades (e.g., Greenwald and Gillmore 1997). As Braga, Paccagnella and Pellizzari

(2014) note, the data is consistent with a world in which “students dislike exerting effort,

especially the least able ones, and when asked to evaluate the teacher they do so on the basis

of how much they enjoyed the course.”4 Proponents of the leniency hypothesis argue that

the increased reliance on student evaluations as the primary measure of teaching quality

explains the grade inflation observed at the college level in recent decades (Eiszler 2002,

Johnson 2003, Denning et al. 2021).5

We contribute to this debate by using data on more than 19,000 evaluations of more

than 700 course sections completed by students at the Ohio State University in spring

2021. In contrast to much of the existing research, which focuses on class-level averages

of both grades and student evaluation scores, we can take advantage of individual-level

data, including official end-of-course grades and individual students’ course evaluations.6

By comparing survey scores of students enrolled in the same class, we can hold constant

all shared aspects of the learning experience—including workload, grading expectations,

and most aspects of teaching quality. In addition, by examining how the same student

evaluates different classes taken during the same semester, we can directly account for

3A yet third perspective argues that the correlation between grades and evaluations reflects student sort-
ing into classes, with more motivated students both earning higher grades and expressing more appreciation
of better teaching. As we discuss below, our empirical strategy accounts for such potential sorting.

4Among other evidence, Braga, Paccagnella and Pellizzari (2014) show that factors orthogonal to teach-
ing quality but which affect the effort required to attend class—in particular, weather on the day students
complete evaluations—influence student ratings of instruction.

5Many studies dispute the leniency hypothesis (e.g., Abrami et al. 1980, Marsh and Roche 2000, Centra
2003), with much of the debate focused on disagreement about appropriate methodologies and model
specifications.

6Stumpf and Freedman (1979) examined both within-class and between-class associations between grades
and evaluations, although nearly all subsequent studies have focused on course-level averages, largely due
to lack of availability of individual-level data. For an important exception, however, see Johnson (2003).
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potential non-random sorting of students into courses.

Our central finding is that that neither the learning story nor the leniency hypothesis

appear to be the primary driver of the individual-level correlation between students’ course

grades and their teaching evaluations. Controlling for both course- and student-level fixed

effects, which together account for nearly all of the hypothesized mechanisms linking grades

and evaluations proposed in the literature, does not meaningfully reduce the size of the

raw bivariate association. Instead, the results are most consistent with student course

evaluations reflecting “grade satisfaction”—with those who earn higher grades, regardless

of the reason, reporting more positive evaluations of their instructors.7 The magnitudes of

these relationships are substantively large and policy relevant. For example, depending on

the specification, receiving an A- instead of an A grade reduces a student’s overall class

evaluation score by between 0.1 and 0.2 points on a 5-point scale, the equivalent to between

10 percent and 20 percent of a typical standard deviation in average course ratings at Ohio

State.

In the second half of the analysis, we also present results from a randomized experiment

examining interventions with the potential to reduce the influence of irrelevant consider-

ations on student course evaluations. Specifically, students are randomly presented with

different versions of introductory text incorporated into the standard evaluation survey

used by the university, some reminding students about the influence of implicit biases and

others emphasizing the high-stakes nature of the evaluations for instructor careers. Because

the randomization is done within classes, we can combine it with our fixed-effects model

to examine the extent to which these interventions can reduce the observed relationship

between course grades and evaluations. Perhaps surprisingly, the experiment provides no

7Although Greenwald and Gillmore (1997) discuss grade satisfaction as being synonymous with grading
leniency, the two mechanisms are theoretically distinct because instructors can increase grades—and thereby
grade satisfaction—through many other means as well.
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evidence that these reminders make any meaningful difference, with the effect of grades on

reported course satisfaction virtually unchanged regardless of the survey wording used.

These findings suggest that student evaluations strongly incentivize instructors to en-

sure that students receive higher grades, although the normative implications of this in-

centive depend greatly on how instructors respond. If they improve the quality of their

teaching, the result is a closer alignment between the interests of students and educa-

tors. On the other hand, if instructors increase grades by lowering standards, reducing

workload, or simply teaching to the test, higher evaluations may come at the expense of

student learning and longer-term success. Although rigorous evidence on how instructors

respond to pressures created by the need to achieve high student evaluations is limited,

several high-quality studies do provide reason to worry (Carrell and West 2010, Braga,

Paccagnella and Pellizzari 2014). Tracking students over time, these studies find that stu-

dents who take courses with more highly-reviewed instructors tend to perform worse in

subsequent, follow-on classes. Overall, our findings—when combined with evidence from

these studies—suggest that heavy reliance on student evaluations as a tool for evaluat-

ing teaching may work at cross-purposes with other ongoing efforts to improve student

achievement, persistence and long-term academic success.

Background on Student Evaluations

The intellectual foundation for modern course evaluations is built on a series of meta-

analyses conducted in the 1970s and 1980s (e.g., Cohen 1981, Feldman 1989). These anal-

yses examined data from multiple sections of the same courses, thereby holding constant

both the course syllabi and assessments used. The evidence revealed a positive relationship

between the average grades (typically on final exams) earned by students in each section

and the average ratings of the instructor as reported by students on end-of-course evalua-
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tions. The correlation was interpreted by many as evidence that student surveys provided

an accurate measure of teaching quality. Although this interpretation remains contested,

both proponents and critics of student evaluations generally accept the existence of the

underlying statistical relationship.8

Largely overlooked at the time, even some of these early studies provided suggestive

evidence that the association between grades and evaluations actually captured student

grade satisfaction rather than teaching quality or grading leniency. For example, when

reviewing the existing multi-section research, Cohen (1981) noted that the correlation be-

tween student performance and their evaluations was “much higher” when students knew

their final grades compared to when they didn’t, rising from 0.35 to 0.85. In another study,

researchers added several questions to the end-of-semester student survey at the University

of Wisconsin asking about the legibility of the instructors’ handwriting, voice audibility,

and quality of classroom facilities. Although such factors may account for differences in

student learning between courses, the researchers found a positive association between stu-

dent responses to these questions and their expected grades even within classes, suggesting

the presence of a “halo effect” tied to grades (Greenwald and Gillmore 1997).

OSU Survey Instrument

The current survey instrument used at the Ohio State University was developed and piloted

in the 1980s as part of an effort to standardize the process for incorporating student feed-

back into the teaching evaluation process. Prior to the development of the university-wide

survey, individual departments relied on their own questionnaires, of varying quality, or a

single-question survey fielded by the university. The current instrument asks students to

8Some subsequent research has raised questions about the robustness of the earlier meta-analysis. More
recent meta-analyses have found more mixed results (Clayson 2009), and Uttle, White and Gonzalez (2017)
argue that the original studies were distorted due to small sample sizes and bias against the publication of
null results.
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rate their course and instructor on ten separate questions—three focused on the instruc-

tor’s preparedness and clarity of presentation, three on perceived rapport and instructor

commitment to student learning, three on the students’ sense of their own learning, and

a “global” question asking for the overall rating of the course.9 Although the instrument

was designed to separately measure distinct dimensions of the student experience thought

at the time to most strongly predict student learning, subsequent evaluations showed that

student responses on all of the questions are highly correlated and appear to load on a sin-

gle underlying latent factor, which is in turn highly correlated with the“global” satisfaction

question that we focus on in this study (Zhao and Gallant 2012).

Although initially done on paper in class, the survey is now completed online by students

at the end of the semester, prior to the final exams, with completion rates of about 50

percent.

Since the initial development of the instrument, the university has carried out three

separate evaluations that are summarized in a 1998 working group report. Most notewor-

thy, each of these evaluations found a significant association between the average course

grade and the average student evaluation score. The most recent analysis reported that

“average grade was the single best predictor of the mean item 10 [global question] ratings,

accounting for 8.2% of the variance across sections” (Ohio State University 1998). Heavily

quoting various writings of psychology researcher Wilbert McKeachie, the working group

concluded that this correlation was difficult to interpret. Acknowledging that the relation-

ship could be viewed as evidence that students reward grading leniency, the report also

noted alternative and “benign” explanations—including the possibility that the correlation

could reflect student selection into courses (“students with strong academic motivation

9Specifically, the question states: “Overall, I would rate this instructor as . . . [Poor, Fair, Neutral, Good,
Excellent].”Per the university’s standard practices, we convert the categorical responses to numerical scores,
ranging from 1 for “poor” to 5 for “excellent.”
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both do better in their course work and more fully appreciate the efforts of the instructor”)

or true differences in teaching quality(“good teachers induce students to learn more (and

therefore earn and receive good grades), and as a result their strong teaching performance

is rewarded with higher student evaluation scores”).

To our knowledge, only one other published study has used Ohio State data to ex-

plore the relationship between course evaluations and student achievement. Weinberg,

Hashimoto and Fleisher (2009) examined students enrolled in over 400 sections of intro-

ductory and intermediate economics courses between 1995 and 2004. Specifically, the au-

thors asked whether student evaluation scores of instructors teaching introductory courses

predicted performance in subsequent intermediate economics courses. They found that

the average evaluation scores of introductory course instructors did in fact predict student

performance in follow-on courses, but also that this relationships was entirely mediated by

student grades in the initial, introductory course. The authors interpreted these findings

pessimistically, writing: “Student evaluations of teaching differ from the ideal construct be-

cause they are affected by grade leniency and do not reflect learning produced in a course.”

However, the same results could alternatively be read to suggest that introductory course

grades fully capture the true differences in instructional quality, leaving little residual vari-

ation in learning to be explained by course evaluations once grades are accounted for.

Thus, these results are arguably consistent with many of the alternative interpretations of

teaching evaluations in the literature.

Data and Empirical Strategy

The data used in our analysis comes from Genetin et al. (2021), a randomized controlled

experiment that sought to replicate and extend an earlier study performed at Iowa State

University (Peterson et al. 2019). Peterson et al. (2019) showed that short introductory
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text added to the university’s course evaluation survey appeared to reduce the bias against

female instructors (primarily from male students), although Genetin et al. (2021) failed to

replicate this effect among the much larger Ohio State sample.

The Ohio State data was collected in spring 2021 for a subset of undergraduate courses

taught that semester in either the Colleges of Arts and Sciences or the College of Food,

Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. All instructors in these colleges were invited to

participate, and approximately 400 (16%) did so. Genetin et al. (2021) provide additional

details about the recruitment method and show that the resulting sample was broadly

representative of the classes and students enrolled in courses during this period.

After removing co-taught courses, for which students completed separate evaluations for

each instructor, our final sample includes 19,158 evaluations completed by 14,051 unique

students in 718 different class sections. For each observation, we observe the student’s

score on the “global” evaluation question, the official end-of-course grade, and the student’s

major. About 70 percent of the students were enrolled in only one participating course,

although we observe multiple class grades and ratings for the remaining third of students,

an additional source of variation we leverage in some of our analyses.

Typically, students select the grading method used in each course, choosing either letter

grades that contributes to their grade point averages or a pass-fail grading scheme. While

passing grades earn credits toward graduation, they do not affect the students’ GPAs. In

spring 2021, however, the university used a modified grading system designed to minimize

the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on students. Under this system, all students received

letter grades. D grades were subsequently converted into a “pass” grade in the university

database and failing grades were automatically converted into a “no pass” grade, neither

of which were included in the GPA calculations.10 Because the grade distribution is highly

10Although the pandemic clearly affected grading policy and practices at the institution, there is little
reason to believe this should influence the interpretation of our results, which leverage variation in grades
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skewed, with far fewer low grades than high grades, we combine grades below an A- into

whole-grade categories (dropping pluses and minuses). In other words, each final grade is

coded to be in one of the following groups: A, A-, B, C, Pass, and No Pass.11

We begin with a pooled bivariate model, regressing the students’ course evaluation

scores on an indicator variable for each of the possible grade categories, with As serving as

the omitted baseline. This simple model provides the benchmark against which we evaluate

the more sophisticated specifications.

Next, we add class section fixed effects, estimating the following specification:

SEIi,c = αc +
∑
θ

βθGradei,c + ϵct (1)

where SEIi,c denotes the evaluation score recorded by student i in class c, αc captures

the course-specific effect, and β represents the effect of each discrete grade category (θ).

Because this specification examines only variation in student evaluation scores and grades

within classes, it holds constant aspects of the class experience that are common to all

students, including workload, grading leniency, and many aspects of teaching quality.12 To

the extent that grading leniency and effective instructional practices are responsible for

the positive association between student grades and evaluations, controlling for class fixed

effects should substantially attenuate the observed association.

We further supplement this model by adding student fixed effects (γi):

SEIi,c = αc +
∑
θ

βθGradei,c + γi + ϵct (2)

across students that remain net of the grading changes.
11Overall, As account for over 50 percent of the grades in our sample, A-s for 13 percent, Bs for 23

percent, Cs for 9 percent, and Pass and No Pass grades together representing less than 5 percent.
12It is possible that some aspects of teaching quality, such as instructor feedback and/or willingness to

answer questions outside of class, may vary between students.
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This two-way fixed effects specification leverages information only from students who we

observe in multiple classes, allowing us to account for non-random sorting into courses due

to fixed student attributes—such as intrinsic motivation, work ethic, or aptitude—that

could affect both student performance and each student’s subjective satisfaction. Again,

to the extent that student sorting drives the observed association, controlling for student

fixed effects should further attenuate the relationship between grades and evaluation scores.

Across all specifications, we cluster the standard errors by course section.

While the student fixed effects account for many types of student sorting into classes,

it is also possible that certain student characteristics deferentially affect performance and

evaluations in some classes more than others. Of particular concern is student interest in

the subject matter. For example, it is possible that students are inherently more interested

in courses taken to satisfy major requirements, compared to general education or elective

classes. Thus, student interest could affect both overall course performance and a student’s

subjective evaluation of the course. To account for this possibility, we supplement Equation

2 by adding additional variables capturing the students’ self-reported reasons for taking

each course, which are also collected as part of the evaluation survey.13

RCT Intervention

As noted above, the data incorporates a randomized experiment in which different sub-

sets of students saw slightly different versions of the survey instrument. While students

assigned to the control group completed the standard questionnaire, the remainder were

first presented with some introductory test, modeled on the intervention used in Peterson

et al. (2019). The first version reminded students about implicit biases and encouraged

them to focus on the course content rather than irrelevant considerations:

13As an additional check, we also created indicators for whether each student had the same major as the
modal enrollee in each course. Adding this control had no impact on the results.
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The Ohio State University recognizes that student evaluations of teaching are

often influenced by students’ unconscious and unintentional biases about the

race and gender of the instructor. Women and instructors of color are systemat-

ically rated lower in their teaching evaluations than white men, even when there

are no actual differences in the instruction or in what students have learned.

As you fill out the course evaluation, please keep this in mind and make an

effort to resist stereotypes about professors. Focus on your opinions about the

content of the course (the assignments, the textbook, the in-class material) and

not unrelated matters (the instructor’s appearance).

The second version increased the salience of the stakes involved:

Student evaluations of teaching play an important role in the review of faculty.

Your participation in this process is essential; having feedback from as many

students as possible provides a more comprehensive view of the strengths and

weaknesses of each course offering, allowing instructors to improve their prac-

tices and increase learning. Moreover, your opinions influence the review of

instructors that takes place every year and will be taken into consideration for

decisions regarding promotion and tenure.

The final version combined both the implicit bias and the high-stakes treatment. Ran-

domization was done at the student level and stratified by course. For courses with en-

rollment below 40, students were randomized between the control group and the implicit

bias treatment only. In courses with 40 or more students, randomization took place across

all possible conditions. To ensure that students enrolled in more than one course included

in the study saw the same consistent version of the survey across across all participating

classes, treatment assignment was fixed based on the random assignment in the student’s
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largest enrolling course.14 Genetin et al. (2021) report statistical tests confirming that

the randomization worked as intended, with both student and instructor characteristics

balanced across different treatment conditions.

Although not the primary focus of the original study, we leverage these variations in

survey wording to examine whether they moderate the relationship between student grades

and their course evaluations.

Results

Figure 1 visually presents the coefficients of interest and associated confidence intervals

from each of the regression models described above. The first set of estimates, demarcated

by the square symbols in the figure, comes from a pooled specification that simply regresses

student course evaluation scores on their grades. Compared to students who receive an A

in their class, students earning an A- rate their class 0.22 points lower on average on the

five-point scale used on the university survey instrument. For students receiving a B, the

average evaluation is 0.34 points lower. Scores fall further for both C and pass grades—

corresponding to an average evaluation score that is approximately 0.5 points lower than

reported by A students. Students who receive a failing grade rate their course more than

0.7 points lower.

The next three set of estimates incorporate class fixed effects (circle symbol), both class

and student fixed effects (triangle), and finally both sets of fixed effects and additional

controls for reason of enrollment in the course (diamond), respectively. While the precise

point estimates vary somewhat across specifications, the general pattern is quite consistent,

with students receiving lower grades giving their courses progressively lower evaluations.

14As a result, some students in classes with fewer than 40 students received either the high-stakes or the
combo treatment based on randomization that took place in a larger course.
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Figure 1: Relationship between end-of-semester grades and students’ evaluations of in-
struction
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from
four separate models regressing student class evaluations on grades. The first model pools all
observations across classes and students. The second includes class fixed effects, effectively
limiting the comparison to students enrolled within the same classes. The third includes both
class and student fixed effects. The final model includes class and student fixed effects and the
student-reported reason for taking each course.

Moreover, the two-way fixed effects results are nearly identical to the pooled estimates—

regardless of whether controls for reason of enrollment are included. That accounting for

both fixed course characteristics and student attributes does not meaningfully attenuate

the observed relationship between grades and course evaluations means that the correlation

cannot be explained by either grading leniency or quality of instruction—which are both

absorbed in the course effects—nor by intrinsic differences among students. In other words,

students who receive better grades tend to report a subjectively more positive experience

in their courses, regardless of the underlying reasons that led to their high performance.
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In addition to being highly significant, these differences are substantively large. Aver-

age scores on the overall satisfaction survey question typically have a class-level standard

deviation between 0.9 and 1. The difference in average evaluation scores given by students

who receive an A and an A-, representing a modest grade difference, ranges from 0.1 to

0.2, depending on the specification, corresponding to between 10 percent and 20 percent of

a standard deviation. Thus, modest changes in average student grades could meaningfully

impact an instructor’s relative standing as measured on the student surveys.15

In Figure 2, we compare average ratings by the version of the introductory text students

saw at the top of their survey. The point estimates and associated confidence intervals

are estimated by interacting each student’s grade with treatment assignment indicators.

To maximize statistical power, the figure presents estimates from our class fixed effects

specification. Similar results for the two-way fixed effects specification are provided in

the supplemental appendix. Several of the individual coefficients are significantly different

from one another. For example, students who receive an A- rate their course significantly

more positively when provided the high-stakes introductory language compared to students

completing the standard survey. By contrast, students who receive a B rate their course

significantly more negative when provided the implicit bias text. However, none of the

treatments have a consistent effect on evaluations—either in terms of statistical significance

or even in terms of sign—across different grade categories. Indeed, the most striking aspect

of the figure is how similar the mapping between grades and evaluations looks across

different versions of the survey instrument.

One limitation with the experiment is that about one-third of students completed the

evaluation survey using a mobile application. Due to technical issues, the mobile app did

not have the capability to display the introductory texts. Thus, the results in Figure 2

15In the supplemental appendix, we disaggregate the results separately by student gender and race, finding
no significant subgroup differences in the effects of student grades.
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Figure 2: Impact of survey wording on relationship between end-of-semester grades and
students’ evaluations of instruction
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from
a model that regresses student class evaluations on grades and includes class fixed effects. Each
grade is interacted with the survey form seen by the student, producing the estimates presented
in the figure.

represent intent-to-treat effects. In the supplemental appendix, we replicate the figure

after dropping students who completed the mobile version of the survey, approximating

treatment on the treated effects.16 Although excluding mobile respondents reduces the

precision of of the estimates, particularly for the lower grades, it does not substantively

affect the main results.

In the supplemental appendix, we also examine the probability that students complete

their course evaluations and find that higher achieving students are significantly more likely

to do so. For example, compared to a student earning an A grade, a student earning an

16Treatment assignment did not significantly affect the mode of completion, so dropping mobile respon-
dents does not introduce concerns about differential attrition or post-treatment bias.
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A- is approximately 5 percent (4 percentage points) less likely to fill out the survey, and

a student who fails the class is 70 percent (46 percentage points) less likely leave a course

evaluation. However, this association appears to capture student-level characteristics—

such as work ethic or time-management skills—that affect both academic achievement and

the willingness to complete optional course evaluations. Adding student-level fixed effects,

which nets out these student-level characteristics, large eliminates the relationship between

grades and evaluation completion rates. One implication is that instructor grading practices

is far more likely to affect how students evaluate their courses rather than whether students

do so.

Conclusion

This study makes two contributions. First, we show that neither variation in teaching

quality nor grading leniency appears to explain the observed correlation between student

grades and teaching evaluations. Nor is this correlation due to student-level characteristics

that may simultaneously affect achievement and students’ subjective satisfaction in the

classroom. Second, we find that changing survey wording to encourage students to pri-

oritize relevant aspects of their course experience or emphasize the consequences of their

evaluations does little to reduce the strength of this association. The central lesson of our

findings is that using student evaluations for high-stakes personnel decisions encourages

instructors to increase student grades.

The implications of these incentives depend greatly on how instructors respond. Ideally,

we might hope that they would prioritize refining their craft to improve student academic

outcomes—adopting instructional best-practices that increase learning. However, it’s pos-

sible that instructors also engage in gaming behaviors designed that increase grades without

enhancing learning. For example, some instructors already engage in innocuous tricks—
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such as bringing sweets for the class on the day when students complete evaluations (Hessler

et al. 2018)—to improve their ratings. Given the connection between student ratings and

their grades, instructors might engage in more concerning strategems, such as lowering

grading standards or teaching to the test, which can boost grades in the short term but

potentially undermine longer-term student success.

To our knowledge, there is little rigorous causal research that documents how course

instructors respond to the grading incentives created by student teaching evaluations. What

little evidence exists, however, provides some grounds for concern. That higher teaching

evaluations seem to lead to worse long-term outcomes for students, as documented in some

contexts (Carrell and West 2010, Braga, Paccagnella and Pellizzari 2014), suggests that

pressure to improve student ratings may lead to pedagogically unsound practices.

Many proponents of student surveys argue that including“student voice” in the teaching

evaluation process may be desirable for other reasons, independent of its effects on learning.

For example, doing so may increase students’ sense of agency and perceived efficacy. This

view has considerable merit, but our findings suggest that it is nevertheless important to

examine the extent to which unintended consequences of the resulting incentives created for

instructors offset some of these benefits. Medicine, another field where satisfaction surveys

are widely used and are increasingly tied to reimbursement rates, provide a cautionary

example of how well-meaning efforts to increase feedback can backfire. Some research

has suggested that pressure to increase patient satisfaction as measured on surveys has

contributed to over-prescribing of antibiotics (Martinez et al. 2018) and pain medication

(Hessler et al. 2018), potentially contributing to antibiotic resistance and opioid addiction.

We end with two important notes on interpretation. First, our results should not be

read to imply that student grades are the only—or even most important—predictor of

student course evaluations. Overall, grades explain less than 5 percent of the variation
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in student evaluation scores in our data and even less of the variation observed within

course sections.17 It is possible that students also incorporate other considerations more

closely tied to instructional quality into their evaluations as well. However, evidence that

instructor ratings at Ohio State do not predict student success in subsequent courses after

controlling for grades (Weinberg, Hashimoto and Fleisher 2009) is inconsistent with this

account. At minimum, our results suggest that supporters of student evaluations should

face the burden of proof to show that evaluations measure and incentivize desirable teaching

practices that promote students’ long-term success. The correlation between student grades

and evaluation scores—the primary evidence historically given in favor of this view—does

not itself support this interpretation.

Second, it is unclear the extent to which our results apply beyond the post-secondary

context and are relevant for the use of student surveys in K-12 education. Perhaps it is

possible that younger students are better able to identify effective teaching practices and

put greater weight on these considerations (relative to grades) in their responses when com-

pared to college students. The only existing study that specifically examines this issue in

the K-12 context is discouraging, however. Bacher-Hicks et al. (2019) find that student rat-

ings of teachers fail to predict teacher contributions to student test score gains, as measured

by value added models—and indeed show that the relationship is, if anything, negative.

This suggests that our findings may have broader relevance in policy conversations about

the role that student surveys and evaluations should play in educational accountability

systems.

17Of course, individual-level survey data of the kind we study here are notoriously noisy. In many
applications, even highly saturated models explain less than 20 percent of the variation recorded in survey
responses. Aggregating up to the course level eliminates much of the noise, since the idiosyncratic factors
largely cancel out, which probably helps explain why analyses using class-level measures typically find that
course grades account for a larger share of the variation in class-average evaluations.
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Figure A1: Impact of survey wording on relationship between end-of-semester grades and
students’ evaluations of instruction, using two-way fixed effect specification
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from
a model that regresses student class evaluations on grades and includes class and student fixed
effects. Each grade is interacted with the survey form seen by the student, producing the esti-
mates presented in the figure.
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Figure A2: Impact of survey wording on relationship between end-of-semester grades and
students’ evaluations of instruction, excluding mobile app responses
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from
a model that regresses student class evaluations on grades and includes class fixed effects after
excluding students who completed the course evaluation survey using the mobile application.
Each grade is interacted with the survey form seen by the student, producing the estimates
presented in the figure.
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Figure A3: Relationship between end-of-semester grades and the probability that students
completed course evaluation
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from
three separate linear probability models regressing an indicator variable for whether a student
student completed an evaluation for a class on the grade in that class. The first model pools
all observations across classes and students. The second includes class fixed effects, effectively
limiting the comparison to students enrolled within the same classes. The third includes both
class and student fixed effects.
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Figure A4: Relationship between end-of-semester grades and students’ evaluations of in-
struction, by student race
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from a
model that regresses student class evaluations on grades and includes class fixed effects. Sample
excludes students with no reported race.
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Figure A5: Relationship between end-of-semester grades and students’ evaluations of in-
struction, by student gender
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Note: The figure plots the point estimates and associated 95 percent confidence intervals from a
model that regresses student class evaluations on grades and includes class fixed effects. Sample
excludes students who identify as neither male nor female.
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